Abstract. Author has given an interpretation of quantum mechanics in totally new approach named Dialogue Principle. Author point out how similar is the living phenomena and human behavior to the movement of elementary particles, if we agree with that the wave function implies the existing probability of elementary particles in the topological space. In the dialogue principle, the reasons for this similarity is explained by introducing common concept "character" and "will" among living specimens as well as elementary particles. Author describes that "will" is the origin of all strange behavior among elementary particles as well as human beings. "Will" is the subject of 21st Century to be studied scientifically. Author proposes that the concept of "will" should be added to the base of modern science to gives unified understanding of all existence including elementary particles, human beings, and universe. In this paper the digest of the dialogue principle is given, and approaches to the meaning of life by the philosophy of quantum mechanics.
PHENOMENA IN MICROSCOPIC WORLD IS SO SIMILAR TO THAT OF HUMANS BEHABIOR
We have long been aware of the phenomenon in microscopic is surprisingly similar to human's behavior. For instance electrons in the extremely narrow electric wire, where electrons are aligned in one line, demonstrate density wave. This phenomenon is quite similar to the drivers or cars on a highway. When traffic congestion appears you often experience such a wave appears. In the case of human this is due to the drivers will. We often quote human behavior to explain physics phenomena.
EXISTENCE IS DEFINED BY THE DIALOGUE, THUS CAN BE DEFINED IN THE WAVE FORM
A condition in which only one electron exists in the universe cannot be defined. If only one electron appears in the universe, in quantum mechanics a sole electron's wave function Ψ spreads infinitely in the universe. Since it is infinite if the space is not limited, the existence probability ∫ * * ΨΨ ΨΨ dv becomes zero. Meaning of the existence appears in quantum mechanics in self-consistent manner. Other electrons surrounding define the existence of some electron, which makes the boundary. In same manner, when a human exist in the universe solely, its existence cannot be defined. Human only understand himself and his or her existence by the mirror image created by the reflection from others. We are not talking about how to eat or how to live, but how to recognize. In reverse, when we think over the meaning of existence, an individual must always exist in plural as species and class.
Interference and resonance are the essence of wave
Interference is an essential nature between individuals in all classes, which has a will. It is evident among human being.
An interference phenomenon is a result of dialogue, and is expressed in the waveform. Interference is the essential relation among individuals, but wave nature is only the appearance and mathematical formalism. Electron is not wave but a particle. Behavior of electron is expressed in the waveform in quantum mechanics.
DIALOGUE PRINCIPLE: 13 ARTICLES ARTICLE 1: The world is constituted with individuals and the associated fields.
It is an individual (in Japanese KOTAI ), not a solid (in Japanese also KOTAI ) or a particle (in Japanese RYUSI ). It is a generalization of particle's concept. It is all the existence, which has peculiar form distinguished as an individual such as an electron, a proton, a neutron, an atom, a molecule, ··· a protein, a DNA, ··· a cell, ··· an organ, ··· a spore, a seed, a plant, a human, ··· the earth, the sun, the solar system, ··· the universe, ···. Let's name electron in the following as a representative of elementary particles. We start with the evidentially existing world, which exists without human's observation regardless of way of thinking. We start with the objective existence philosophy ( in Japanese), which must be the foundation of science. None of materials exist without associated fields. Meaning of the field appears in the later article after some more preparation. ARTICLE 2: An individual always exist in plural form as specie and class.
Meaning of existence of all individuals is given here for the first time in physics. The plural form is the key of every existence. Quantum mechanics is the beautiful system, which accommodate the meaning of the existence in the self-consistence manner. A condition in which only one electron exists in the universe cannot be defined. If only one electron appears in the universe, in quantum mechanics a sole electron's wave function Ψ spreads infinitely in the universe. Since it is infinite if the space is not limited, the existence probability ∫ * * ΨΨ ΨΨ dv becomes zero. Meaning of the existence appears in quantum mechanics in self-consistent manner. Other electrons surrounding define the existence of some electron, which makes the boundary. In the same manner, when a human exist in the universe solely, its existence cannot be defined. Human only understand himself and his or her existence by the mirror image created by the reflection from others. We are not talking about how to eat or how to live, but how to recognize. In reverse, when we think over the meaning of existence, an individual must always exist in plural as species and class. The existence of class and species is evidence known for long time. The reason why class has appeared is an interesting research subject to be solved. It is thought to relate closely to the existence of quantum. Since quantum has minimum energy and discreet mass, there appears class and between classes it is stepwise. ARTICLE 3: The field does not exist independently from the individual's body. Consequently field has a class.
In the dialogue principle this statement is provided for distinguishing our principle from non-scientific argument.
In the future, however, we need to improve the Dialogue Principle to accommodate the fact that particles are generated in the strong field. But this field must also associated with other individuals. Concept of the field (in Japanese BA ) is generalized including the field associated with human society which appears in interaction between individuals as called "human beings", but not only the field attended with the four forces in physics. When there is no deliver or receive of energy as a result, but information's are delivered or received and generates internal changes occur to individual. Field appears when peoples are gathered. We call such field among human society for log time BA in Japanese. In human relations or society, peculiar field is generated based on exchange relations in economy. Also field appears when particles are exchanged in physics. An opinion stating that there is a class in the field forms the basis of the following logical development. Field is the concept based on dialogue (meaning is an interaction or a communication), which will be discussed later. ARTICLE 4: An exact same individual never exist, even if it is of the same kind and same class. We call this each individual has a character.
Here, the concept of character is generalized. None of electron stays in the same phase space. We call this is due to the character of electron.
All the individuals at least exist in different phase space and have different momentum and different energy. We can name this the character. We cannot deny that electron has further character than the difference in the phase space. There is no reason proved that electron does not have a character. Even simple electron is yet unknown and mysterious. Each electron behaves differently from others. However, because of uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics, that cannot be observed. Quantum mechanics deals with this difference as the "wave". Human beings recognize each other because they are in a same class, but they are different. We know this is the character. Electrons may recognize each other, since they are in the same class. But from another class it will be difficult to observe the difference. Difference in human beings is based not only on complexity of internal structure but also on the difference of topological space as human individuals. Also, complexity of human being is the result of the reflection of many electron's character, atom's, molecule's, protein's, or DNA's character.
To be exact, Fermions have character, but Bosons do not. That is indicated in the difference between Fermi statistics and Bose statistics. Bose particles can share the same sate in plural individuals. Photon, which is Boson, can exist as a medium of dialogue as discussed later. ARTICLE 5: Individual has a "will". Consequently, "will" is different in the different class.
Here, concept of will is generalized. We state the generalized will a "will". Note that "will" is different from consciousness. Consciousness is a concept of memory storage referred to when decision is made. "Will" belongs to the body making a decision. We must understand that if human has will, DNA must have will. Electron is not to far from DNA. If so why electron does not have "will". "Will" is not the property of a higher animal. A higher animal makes up his mind according to his complicated decision process. However, the observed action from others is quite simple. Action is made up by "will". We use the word character in science, but we have never use the word "will" in science. The concept of "will" is, however, very important in philosophy, sociology, and economy. "Will" is the key issue in 21 st century to unify science, philosophy, sociology, economy and all art. Or we can say "will" must be a subject of science in 21 st century. Our theory now steps into new category. We use, however, "will" in rather limited definition in the following in the present stage. We can replace the word "will" in every sentence to the word character without any distortion, but "will" gives a little further insight in to individual. Character is an appearance of "will". "Will" decides the place to be there. Without "will" none of individuals can not decide his position in the topological space, otherwise they will be disintegrated and separated. In this principle "will" is a kind of force, which unifies the individual. At this point, we do not refer to whether there exist "will" to select or we call the generation of selection a "will". Selected character is called "will". Selection occurs in the manner ruled by statistics in every class. We see that there is a strong correlation between the statistical selection in human being and probability phenomenon in the microscopic world. We can say that an essence of "will" is a probability phenomenon and probability phenomenon occurs by the "will". Will decision of human beings is done randomly when there is no potential or no incentives. Human often uses word "prefer" or "love", when he makes decision without reasons. We name this free will. In the same sense, wondering circular motion of birds after enough eating is known to be random as same as Brawn motion. Electron motion is the same. Individuals belong to class with specific field associated.
Every field has potential or incentives. The field in each class rules "will" or the field is generated by the "wills". Note that specific motions are generated by the field, which is generated by "wills" belonging to some class. When we call reason in human society, this is generated by the society. In the same sense, electrons in the class generate electric potential. "Will" of plants is to decide by itself where to grow branches and when to germinate. Trees of completely the same shape never exist. This is not only due to the complexity but also due to the "will" of tree.
Diode, which is fabricated in exactly same shape never exist. Electrons in the same phase space never exist. Atoms in exactly the same state never exist. They must be different in the phase of electrons involved and different in the "will" of nucleus. That is the generated character and here we call it has "will". Today, we cannot state scientifically whether "will" has a purpose or not. We think one of the purposes of individuals "will" is to maintain individual and the seed. Individual try to maintain closer seed, because no individual can exist alone.
To develop evolution and evolutionary selection cannot be a self-evident purpose. ARTICLE 6: Each individual do "dialogue" through the field. Consequently, "dialogue" depends on class.
Here Time is a concept associated with dialogue. Time is the duration necessary for dialogue. You will easily understand the special relativity theory of Einstein in this manner. In other word the special relativity agree well with this statement. Special relativity is the dialogue between the individuals moving at near the speed of light. There is no concept of universal or common time in the dialogue principle as stated in the special relativity theory. Time evolution depends on the place as well as class where individuals belong. The time necessary to recognize others is different for different person as is usual. Electrons are in a same situation. This is the origin of uncertainty related to time. Time is a concept associated with the field, consequently differs according to class. Time is not independent from individuals. That means time depend on class. Individuals change their will through the dialogue. ARTICLE 7: Interference phenomenon appears as a result of dialogue.
Interference is an essential nature between individuals in all classes, which has a will. It is evident among human being. Interference between electrons is expressed as wave. The wave nature is a phenomena or an appearance, but not essential. Interference appears only between the individuals of the same class, which does not appear between the individuals of the different class. It does generate among human beings. It generates when particles of different class get together and form one class like an atom. An interference phenomenon is a result of dialogue, and is expressed in the waveform.
Interference is the essential relation among individuals, but wave nature is only the appearance and mathematical formalism. Electron is not wave but a particle. Behavior of electron is expressed in the waveform in quantum mechanics. For example, the aligned electrons in the extremely narrow electric wire, and the drivers on a highway in the lane both demonstrate density modulation, and modulation propagates as a wave. We understand this is both due to the result of dialogue between electrons or between drivers. We know that driver's behavior is wave like, but driver is not wave. This is same in electron. Electron is not wave. Electron has a will. ARTICLE 8: In the way of dialogue, at least photon is one of mediums.
Because photon can be shared by any individuals in any class. Photon delivers information of individuals. It does not necessarily exchange energy. The fact that electrons deliver and receive photons under regular condition, which is a concept of the second quantization in quantum mechanics. We cannot deny the fact that there might be a dialogical method other than photons. We cannot understand the strange phenomena in microscopic world without assuming another way of dialog, in which information is delivered at the speed higher than that of the light speed. However since time evolution depends on class, we need deeper consideration. There might be a tacit consent between individuals. In the case of life, there is a tacit consent that DNA owns. There might be one in electrons. Electrons might share the common memory of when they were generated at the beginning of the universe in the big ban. ARTICLE 9: Uncertainty principle is indefiniteness of dialogue and it is based on the fact that individuals have character and "will".
Uncertainty principle is a result of dialogue in any class. It includes the fact that individuals change the "will" by dialogue. Individuals change their topological place by the dialogue. Uncertainty principle includes both the indefiniteness of dialogue and uncertainty due to different classes. Observation problem in quantum mechanics is a latter problem. Observation problem is a dialogue between different classes. As a result of dialogue, hierarchical relation is generated between classes. Dialogue controls or destroys more primitive class. ARTICLE 10: Conclusion lead by dialogue deeply reflects character of individuals, however, average behavior follows the rule in physics or society.
The difference from the average behavior is called uncertainty. It is controlled by statistical rules. Which way an electron will pass cannot be predicted by uncertainty principle. That is because dialogue urges the change of individual's "will". However, the way of most electrons will pass in average can be predicted. Which way the particular human will pass cannot be predicted, but you can predict a behavior of a group or an average behavior. You cannot predict human behavior of the next moment, but you can predict where he/she is heading to in average. Classical mechanics and Maxwell's electromagnetic theory describes average nature. ARTICLE 11: Quantum mechanics could be a general rule concerning dialogue and may describe the structure of dialogue between all the individuals.
We have already stated in ARTILCE 2 that quantum mechanics includes the meaning of existence, which is defined by the dialog. Wave function shows an essence of dialogue. The existence is defined by the reflection from others. The complex conjugate for leading the existence probability is a message or reflection from others.
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The wave function is not always formed from one dialogue. It may be a conclusion of indefinite number of dialogue or of some dialogues. Balanced state as a result of dialogue is indicated as a wave function. Wave function localizes when the boundary is limited by the potential or by the field. Human being never spread uniformly all over the earth. They usually localize and form colony or city. Colony could be an Eigen state. Electrons density modulation is the same. Those phenomena are all originated by the will. Eigen function indicates the structure of the field generated by dialogues between the same kind individuals. There are some trials introducing quantum mechanics to solve the distribution of colony of bacteria or animal. Hilbert space describes the structure of the field generated by the dialogue. It is a description of structure of dialogue and all the possible routes (defined as vector) caused by dialogue.
Each individual select a route following the "will". Formalism of Hilbert space is common to all class, but the used parameter is different. The meaning of operator is indeed an operation by individual's "will". Essentially, the way of operation is different in each individual; however, average number is used in quantum mechanics. The fact that quantum mechanics is probabilistic and statistical, and that social phenomenon is statistical is not a coincidence. They are both the conclusion of Dialogue Principle. It means that the structure of the field is similar no matter which class. Mathematical formalism of Hilbert space can be general in every class, however, parameter used and operator is peculiar in the class. If we found the way of dialogue in the class of interest we can construct the wave function. Quantum phenomena should appear in the macroscopic world, because the macroscopic world is formed by the microscopic particles. Indeed we see many quantum phenomena such as super fluid, superconductivity, and so on. Living phenomena must be the quantum Message from others phenomena. ARTICLE 12: Resonant phenomenon is a unification of the "will" generated as a result of dialogue. Therefore, it is a phenomenon common in every class.
When resonance appears in a group movement, state vector or wave function contracts and becomes one condition and character will be unified. It is called coherent. Resonant phenomenon of human society and of peculiar particles and atoms is the same kind in dialogue principle. In the resonant condition all humans are cooperating, and all particles and atoms are cooperating. The simplest resonant phenomenon is an electric current in which a group of electrons flows into the same direction. A stream of rivers, super conductivity, super fluid, electromagnetic wave, and a stream of automobiles, etc. In army the will is unified, and solder loss their character. This is a sort of resonance. Photons in resonance are called laser. Again wave is a structure of the field made by photon, but it is not an attribute of photon. Classical mechanics is a mechanics under resonant condition; it is a condition in which group of state vectors is shrunk into one. Movement of planet is the one in which all the structured individuals are cooperating. Electrons in the current shares the same information, thus such condition cannot be changed by the observation. We can describe the movement of planet as a superposition of all materials in the planet, which has the same wave function with regard to the motion regarding to the center of its circular motion. This is called the state of macroscopic or the classical world. ARTICLE 13: Every thing migrates as a result of dialogue.
The meaning of migration of nature is clarified here. The same state never appears. The "god" under the Newton mechanics does not decide where to migrate. It is certain that where all the individuals in the universe would migrate is decided as a result of repeated dialogue. We cannot expect the destination of the migration, because of not complexity but because change in the will is involved due to the dialogue. If the earth is supposed to be one of the individuals in this principle, "will" of the earth is decided by the "will" of all the individuals constituting the earth. Human beings are included as well. Will of humans is participating in deciding where the earth would migrate. Human's "will" might control the earth or it might perish. "Will" of the earth is not decided previously according to monotheism, it is decided by the entire structuring individuals consensus. This is quite a natural conclusion. And it is concluded that human beings have responsibilities to the future of the earth. Majority would think that the future of earth is decided a priory without human's will. Let say again that this is not true. This is an important result of the Dialogue Principle. It is also concluded that artificial we call, but this is also the part of the nature. Created materials or created machines are also individuals in this principle and involved in the discussions of the future. As a conclusion Dialogue Principle never contradict with the daily human common sense and agree very well with the observation of microscopic world.
CONCLUSION
In such way, Dialogue Principle is not inconsistent with daily human's sensitivity or feeling, and it agrees with the common knowledge of microscopic world. The above ARTICLE 13 is starting up with the selfevident basic concept, which is of individuals and the field, and introducing the new concept step by step by placing a little further logical statement. "Character" is a concept, which appears first, and does not exist in common physics. "You can not say that electrons do not have character" is rather a passive statement, however, it is a key statement that forms the basis of Dialogue Principle. If there was found an experimental result, which denies this statement, we would have to admit that this Dialogue Principle is wrong. However, we have stated that electron's character cannot be observed, because of the uncertainty principle, and by assuming the existence of "character", quantum mechanics can be interpreted more naturally. The correctness of quantum mechanics proves the existence of "character". If you translate the word "character" as staying in a different topological space, you can accept it without any sense of incongruity. If the word "character" is interpreted into such a limited meaning, you can discuss it within the framework of the common physics. But we are expecting more of the character with electrons. Such existence of character has not yet proven, but the fact that the essence of quantum mechanics is in probability and statistics is a circumstantial evidence. Applying statistical mathematics to social phenomenon was a necessary method to set numerical value on humans ignoring its character. We think the similarity of the two was generated in order to have characters as a substance for humans and electrons.
Origin of life is created by let's say living electrons
Selected character is called "will". Selection occurs in the manner ruled by statistics in every class. Here, concept of will is generalized. We state the generalized will a "will". Note that "will" is different from consciousness or mind. Consciousness is a concept of memory storage referred to when decision is made. "Will" is the body making a decision. We see that there is a strong correlation between the statistical selection in human being and probability phenomenon in the microscopic world. We can say that an essence of "will" is a probability phenomenon and probability phenomenon occurs by the "will". Will decision of human beings is done randomly when there is no potential or no incentives. Human often uses word "prefer" or "love", when he makes decision without reasons. We name this free will. In the same sense, wondering circular motion of birds after enough eating is known to be random as same as Brawn motion. Electron motion is the same. Electron's will must be the origin of human's will, and consequently of the DNA's.
